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Introduction: International Institute 
for Child Rights and Development

Since 1994 the International Institute for Child Rights and Development (IICRD) 
has been working to shape a world where children’s rights become a lived reality 
within the daily lives of children who need them most, and the systems that affect 
them. IICRD advances the quality of life and development of vulnerable children 
through creative strategies to complex problems that draw on innovative research, 
education and capacity building and the strengths of children, their families,  
communities and cultures. 

International Institute
For Child Rights and Development (IICRD)
Centre for Global Studies
University of Victoria
PO Box 1700, Stn CSC,Victoria,  
British Columbia, Canada V8W 2Y2
web: www.iicrd.org
phone: 250.472.4762
fax: 250.472.4830
email: iicrd@uvic.ca

Everyday, legal professionals are 
involved in decisions made in the best 
interests of children – decisions that 
profoundly impact children’s lives 
and those of their families. Research 
indicates that children want a chance 
to provide input into decisions that 
affect them, and that the information 
they have to share is valuable, and 
can result in better decisions for all. 

Ten Tips for Legal Professionals:  
Meaningful Child Participation  
in Family Justice Processes

Further, the law provides that the views 
of children be considered when their 
best interests are determined. Finding 
non-adversarial ways to include children 
is a challenge legal professionals face 
as these decisions are made, because 
family justice processes don’t always 
make it easy for children to be heard 
(see Appendix 1 for principles 

of meaningful child participation). 

This guide provides 10 tips to help legal professionals  
involve children in family justice processes so that they  
and their families are better served.

Also available through IICRD as part of Meaningful Child Participation in 

Family Justice Processes:

•  Hear the Child Curriculum and Resource Guide, 2008 • An Evaluation of the Hear 
the Child Interview Process (Based on Parent and Child Feedback), 2008 • Hear 
the Child Interviews: Kelowna Pilot Evaluation, 2007 • Through the Eyes of Young 
People: Youth Summary, 2006 • Through the Eyes of Young People: Meaningful 
Child Participation in Family Court Processes, 2006
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Children, as well as parents and care-
givers, are profoundly affected by  
family transitions. Research shows that: 
•  Children’s psychological and 

social development, and well-
being is profoundly impacted by 
separation/divorce (Amato, 2000; 

McIntosh, 2003; Kelly, 2003; BC 

Ministry of Attorney General, 2006);
•  Excluding young people from deci-

sions affecting them may perpetuate 
adverse effects such as: feelings of 
isolation/loneliness; anxiety; fear; 
sadness; confusion; anger; difficulty 
coping with stress; longing for more 
time with one parent; loss of close-
ness in parent-child relationships; 
general feelings of loss; and loss  
of trust in parents and adults  
(Cox & Cox, 1982, Wallerstein  

& Kelly, McIntosh, 2003); 

Tip 1: Acknowledge the impact 
of family breakdown on children 

•  Focusing on the needs of children 
early in family disputes can reduce 
the intensity and duration of a  
family conflict (Garon & Whitfill, 

2003; McIntosh, 2003); and
•  Children want an opportunity to be 

heard, and hearing children’s views 
in family justice can be beneficial 
to both children and their families 
(Morrow, 1998; Smith, Taylor & 

Tapp, 2003; Parkinson, Cashmore 

and Single, 2006). 

Children’s rights are outlined in the 
United Nations Convention on the 
Rights of the Child (CRC), ratified 
by Canada in 1991 (for a summary 

of the CRC’s substantive rights see 

Appendix 3).

Article 12 of the CRC specifically 
addresses children’s views:
1.  States Parties shall assure to the 

child who is capable of forming 
his or her own views the right to 
express those views freely in all 
matters affecting the child, the 
views of the child being given due 
weight in accordance with the age 
and maturity of the child. 

Tip 2: Support children 
and their rights 

2.  For this purpose, the child shall in 
particular be provided the opportu-
nity to be heard in any judicial and 
administrative proceedings affecting 
the child, either directly, or through 
a representative or an appropriate 
body, in a manner consistent with 
the procedural rules of national law. 

The CRC as international law can  
be used as a tool for interpreting domes-
tic legislation. (Re: Arrow River & 

Tributaries Slide & Boom Co., Ltd. v. 

Pigeon Timber Co. Ltd., [1932] S.C.R. 
495 at 509-10[Arrow River]).  This can 
ensure that children have an opportu-
nity to share their views in accordance 
with legislation such as 
•  s. 24(1)(b) Family Relations Act, 

R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 128; 
•  s. 16(8) Divorce Act 1985, 

c. 3 (2nd Supp.); and
•  s. 4(f) BC Child, Family and 

Community Services Act.
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•  All children have the ability to 
participate regardless of age 
(Alderson, 2000; Smith et al, 2003);

•  All children have a right to participate 
(Article 12, CRC); 

•  A child’s best interests must be 
informed from the perspective of 
the child (Gordon v. Goertz [1996] 

2 S.C.R. 27 per L’hereux-Dubé J.); 
and

•  Each child is unique.

Article 5 of the CRC recognizes the 
concept of “evolving capacity”: that 
children can assume more responsi-
bility in the exercise of their rights as 
they develop and mature, and that 
adults, and parents in particular, play 
a critical role in this process. This  
concept also applies to a child’s  

Tip 3: Recognize the evolving 
capacity of children

participation in justice proceedings.  
Many factors affect a child’s ability 
to participate, including their age, 
maturity, and developmental capacity, 
their ability to verbalize, articulate, or 
express their views, their willingness 
to participate, cultural factors, family 
dynamics, state of the legal proceed-
ings, and their level of vulnerability to 
emotional or other harm. 

While children as young as 3 years  
of age have competently testified 
in legal proceedings, children from 
approximately 7 years of age are gen-
erally capable of sharing their views 
with an adult who may have some 
basic training to interview children 
but who is not a child specialist 
(Kelly, 2005).  

Information helps reduce children’s 
confusion, anxiety and/or self-blame. 
Children need: 
•  Information relevant to them 

about what is going on, presented 
in a way they can understand;

•  Clear, respectful explanations 
about family justice processes, their 
rights, and their role; 

•  Transparent, honest explanations 
about who their views will be 
shared with and what might  
happen as a result;

Tip 4: Give children information 
they can understand

•  Information that is sensitive to their 
particular situation (for example 
information that takes into account 
their stage of development, family 
situation, community, culture, dis-
ability, or the existence of abuse);

•  Many opportunities to receive con-
sistent information in a comfort-
able environment, time to absorb 
what they have heard, and chances 
to ask questions as the process 
unfolds; 

•  Information about services avail-
able to them so they can make an 
informed decision about how they 
want their views to be heard  
(see www.familieschange.ca).
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Legal Professionals have an oppor-
tunity to protect children and young 
people while respecting the interests  
of parties in reaching resolutions. 
British Columbia Supreme Court 
judges can draw on their responsibility 
to protect children’s interests through 
their parens patriae jurisdiction 
(E. (Mrs.)v. Eve, [1986]  
2 S.C.R. 388 per LaForest J.).

Tip 5: Create supportive environments 
where children can participate

Legal Professionals can create envi-
ronments that protect children and 
support their participation by:
•  Asking early in family law 

proceedings how to obtain the 
views of each child whose best 
interests will be determined;

•  Educating parents and counsel 
about how their own behavior 
impacts children (e.g. prolonged, 
intense conflict may adversely 
impact a parent’s relationship  
with his or her child);

•  Minimizing the effects of any 
conflict on children (e.g. resolving 
disputes quickly and ensuring  
children are not exposed to material 
that speaks poorly of a parent or 
family member);

•  Considering children’s views when 
decisions are made about their best 
interests (see Appendix 4);

•  Selecting appropriate mechanisms 
that adequately: inform the child 
about what may happen to the 
views shared; listen to the child and 
collect the child’s views; and share 
the child’s views with the decision-
makers even where these mechanisms 
must put forth opinions about the 
best interests of the child. 
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Whether in the role of judge, mediator, 
counsel for a party, amicus curiae or 
other capacity, legal professionals can 
hear from children at any step in fam-
ily justice matters (see Appendix 4 for 

diagram). This includes when a child:
•  attends mediation, or judicial or 

family case conferences (either with 
or without parties present depend-
ing on the comfort level of the child 
as expressed by the child);

•  meets privately with a judge in 
chambers or with a mediator and 
the child’s views are then consid-
ered in the decisions made about 
them;

•  is interviewed by a neutral third 
party who provides the child’s 
views to the adults involved in 
the decisions being made (e.g. 

in a report; see Appendix 2 for 

examples).

Tip 6: Listen to children in
decisions that affect them

Some lawyers hesitate to have judges 
speak directly with children for fear 
they may do harm because they lack 
appropriate training. Others feel more 
direct interaction between children 
and judges can be helpful under cer-
tain circumstances such as: when 
parties and counsel are excluded from 
the interview; when no one else is 
present, except perhaps a clerk; where 
children want to speak to the judge; or 
where a judge, master or mediator is 
comfortable and it would be beneficial
to the case. Some judges are also 
reluctant to meet directly with young 
people because they: fear they lack the 
skill to conduct an interview without 
causing harm; are not equipped to 
recognize issues of “capacity” (age, 
competence, etc.) or instances of 
“coaching”; don’t have enough time; 
want to avoid disclosures by the child 
that could trigger child protection 
reports or expose the judge to the risk 
of becoming a witness; feel they may 
cause undue stress for the young per-
son; or want to avoid complications 
about what is said by the child and 
what can or should be disclosed to the 

parents. Other judges are comfortable 
speaking to children directly, such as 
the Chief Judge of the BC Provincial 
Court who states:

Over the years, but particularly since 

we instituted mediation-styled case 

conferences for child protection and 

family disputes in 1996 and 1998, I 

have fairly frequently interviewed chil-

dren, whether because a) I sensed the 

dispute was such that the child might 

benefit from knowing someone in the 

process cared enough to talk to them, 

or b) I believed the child might have 

information which would contextualize 

or explain information I was receiv-

ing from the adversarial parents or the 

state, or c) I thought that discerning 

the interests and concerns of the child 

might become a useful tool in my con-

tinuing dialogue with the parents. On 

rare occasions, I have interviewed chil-

dren in the context of trials, but there 

are considerable procedural challenges 

associated with that practice.

Helpful hints for  
Legal Professionals 
about listening  
to children

•  Be aware of your own 
preconceived ideas, out-
dated research, opinions, or 
culture. 

•  Seek consent from all parties 
if possible.

•  Set the ground rules about 
how each child’s views will 
be collected, shared, con-
sidered and paid for by the 
parties (e.g. shared, legal aid 
etc).

•  Clarify with all parties an 
understanding with respect  
to whether everything the 
child says will be reported 
back, or whether some pieces 
may be held back out of 
respect for the child’s privacy 
or protection or both.

•  Explain to the child the pro-
cess and the child’s role in it, 
expectations, who the child’s 
views will be shared with, 
confidentiality etc.

•  Listen. Listen. Listen. 
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Helpful hints about  
interviewing children directly

•  Take time to develop a rapport and put the child at ease.
•  Use simple language and terminology. 
•  Ask questions relevant to the child using simple language that 

the child understands and appropriate for the child’s develop-
mental and evolving capacities (see www.iicrd.org “Hear the 
Child: Child Participation Curriculum and Resource Guide” for 
more information).

•   Ensure the child understands. Ask the child to tell you what they 
have heard you say and what it means to them  
(e.g. What will happen to me? Who will find out what I say?).

•  Be emotionally supportive and responsive.
•  Be patient in words and body language. It can take time for 

children to process information and articulate their ideas.
•  Be attentive and available to the child. Show you are listening 

through body language, eye contact, voice etc.  
Children are very perceptive and will know  
if you are disinterested.

•  Tolerate pauses, tears and anger.
•  Never press the child to tell something 

he or she does not want to tell. 
•  Ask if there is anything the child wants to 

talk about in case the child has something to share  
that is not canvassed.

 “I ask the parents and/or counsel 

whether the children have asked to 

speak to the judge or have written a  

letter to the judge. I usually ask this at 

the start of the hearing. At the close of 

one hearing, I specifically asked to see 

the children.” 

          – BC Provincial Court Judge

While views of the child is a factor to 
be considered in reaching a decision 
about a child’s best interests, there is 
not always an express consideration 
of the child’s views when the decision 
is made.  It is not uncommon for facts 
about the child, or an assessment of 
the child to be substituted.  

Tip 7: Ensure adults consider 
children’s views/perspectives

The following views of an eleven year 
old girl illustrate how the child’s per-
spective may differ from the parents, 
in this case with respect to how well 
visitation is going:

 “Visitation day which now is whenever 

I want, that is really confusing, I have 

to phone the other parent and when it 

doesn’t work with them and it works 

with the parent I’m with the visitation 

just doesn’t happen and I really want 

to see my parents.” 

Had the child’s views not been obtained, 
it is possible that the adults involved 
would have concluded that visitation 
was working very well.  Legal profes-
sionals have a role to play in ensuring 
the views of the child are sought and 
not substituted so that decisions are 
truly made in the child’s best interests. 
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Children who are willing to share their 
views should be reassured that they 
are not the ones deciding the outcome 
of their family’s case. Tell them that 
this is the role of the adults involved, 

Tip 8: Assure children that they 
are NOT making the decision

but that their views will be taken 
seriously – along with other factors – 
throughout the decision-making pro-
cess. This will help reduce any anxiety 
children may feel about their role. 

Research shows that if children have a 
say in decisions that affect them, feel 
they are listened to, and understand 
what has happened and what has 
been decided, they feel positive about 
the process, whatever the decision. 
(Williams, 2006; Baldry & Kemmis, 

1998; Smith et al. 1998 in Cashmore, 

2002) 

Legal professionals have an opportu-
nity to explain to children, or provide 
guidance to their clients to explain 
to children, what happened to their 
views, and to assure them that they 
were given serious consideration. For 
example, once a decision is made:

Tip 9: Tell children what happened

•  a judge might write judgments in a 
way that children can understand, 
or tailor part specifically for the 
child or children involved;

•  legal professionals might discuss 
with parents/caregivers what is 
appropriate to tell a child; 

•  if a judge or mediator has spoken 
directly with a child to hear their 
views, they might meet again to 
explain what happened;

•  A neutral party might be called 
upon to meet with the child to 
explain what happened and provide 
an opportunity to ask questions.

Children’s participation is not a single 
event, but an ongoing component of 
the legal process. Providing informa-
tion to children about what is going 
on that affects them, and making 
space for children to ask questions 
and express their views, is ideally part 
of each best interest decision made 
over the course of a proceeding.

Tip 10: Repeat

This is especially important when chil-
dren and their families are involved in 
long cases. An 8-year old child who 
shares his or her views at the begin-
ning of a lengthy proceeding will 
inevitably change his or her perspec-
tive over the course of time, with a 
very different point of view after two, 
three or five years. Child participation 
is ongoing. Repeat!
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Appendix 1: Principles of Meaningful Child 
Participation in Family Justice Processes  
(Vancouver Meeting of Experts, August 2006)

Put into practice, participation involves adults listening 
to children – to all their multiple and varied ways of 
communicating, ensuring their freedom to express them-
selves and taking their views into account when coming 
to decisions that affect them…

…Authentic and meaningful participation requires a 
radical shift in adult thinking and behaviour – from an 
exclusionary to an inclusionary approach to children and 
their capabilities – from a world defined solely by adults 
to one in which children contribute to building the kind 
of world they want to live in.

– UNICEF, The State of the World’s Children 2003,  
(2002), at 4-5.

1.  Every child has rights as enshrined 
in the UN Convention on the 
Rights of the Child.

2.  Every child has the fundamen-
tal right to be heard, their views 
considered, and to meaningfully 
participate in proceedings that 
directly affect them. Adults have  
a responsibility to ensure this right 
is upheld.

3.  All family justice processes must 
include provisions for listening to 
children and such processes must 
be available throughout proceed-
ings to enable meaningful child 
participation.

4.  Every child is entitled to informa-
tion about processes and deci-
sions that affect them in a timely 
manner and in a way the child can 
understand. 

5.  Every child is entitled to partici-
pate regardless of age, develop-
mental capacity, culture, gender, 
ethnicity, religion, sexual orienta-
tion, class, etc.

6.  Every child is an expert in their 
own lived experiences – they have 
unique and valuable contributions 
to make in deliberations affecting 
their current and future well-
being.

7.  Every child has strengths that 
must be identified and acknowl-
edged in all processes affecting 
them.

8.  All decisions affecting children  
will be made in the context of 
their families, communities and 
culture.

9.  Processes and services must be the 
least restrictive and most empow-
ering suitable to the child’s needs 
and must be accessible, timely and 
safe, throughout the province.

10.  Families should be encouraged, 
and opportunities provided,  
to resolve disputes in a non- 
adversarial manner that protects 
and supports children. 
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Appendix 2: Excerpts from 
“Hear the Child” Reports

These excerpts from Hear the Child reports were prepared after  
non-therapeutic interviews with children by neutral interviewers.  
They show different styles of interviewing and different responses.

Excerpt from Report:  
Male – 9 years old

How do you feel about this going 
back and forth? 
It’s kind of tiring cause I just want to 
live in one house. We sometimes don’t 
have enough clothes at Grandpa’s.

If you live in one house would you 
not want to visit the other? 
I still want to visit the other, like about 
once every 2 months, something like 
that.

Do you have any ideas of how things 
might work better for you moving 
back and forth between Grampy & 
Grammy’s house and Grandma’s 
house? 
Not as often would be better. It might 
be better. Maybe if we had board 
games to play in the car.

Do you have any ideas of how  
things could work better when 
you’re living at Grampy  
& Grammy’s house? 
Maybe we can make more friends if 
we lived there. We’re having fun with 
Grammy and Grampy.

Do you have any ideas of how things 
could work better when you’re  
living at Grandma’s house? 
Maybe more friends for me. I only 
have 2 friends at Grandma’s. Maybe 
less fighting.

Is there anything particular you 
want me to tell your grandparents 
and the judge about these things? 
I like living in both places. I’d rather 
live in [northern community] cause 
there’s more stuff to do. [Here] there’s 
not much to do – we have to drive an 
hour to go to a hockey game.

Excerpt from Report:  
Female – 16 years old

I asked how life was in Kelowna and 
she said, “I live in a trailer. We’re 
never really home. We’re at the shop. 
Dad [works at the shop].” I asked her 
what she did at the shop and she said, 
“I clean or take my dog for a walk 
or do homework. I live with dad and 
[brother]. It’s kind of odd not having  
a girl around or mom.” 

At this point, [she] started to cry and 
I had to hand her some tissue. She 
said, “I have my grandma living in 
[another town]. It’s dad’s mom. She is 
active…The important people around 
me are friends.” There was another 
pause and she continued, “With mom, 
it’s fun. We do stuff together. When I 
lived with her, we went hiking, we did 
crafts, we did bike rides, we went to 
the beach.”

I asked [her] if she could explain her 
mother to me and she said, [She] is 
kind and spontaneous. She is native 
[First Nation]. I wish I could live 
closer so I could see her. Now, maybe, 
I see her once or twice a year. My  
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(Female, 16, continued)
dad said we are not allowed to talk  
to her because of the court thing.”  
At this point, [she] became quite emo-
tional again and I asked her how she 
was feeling. She said, “I miss her. I 
would like to have more contact, to 
talk to her. If I could, I would see her 
every day. I kind of wish my mom 
could live closer cause I like it here 
but I also liked it there too [northern 
community].”

I asked how her parents got along. 
She said, “Mom and dad used to fight. 
Now they don’t talk. I’d like to be able 
to like live with both of my parents 
and not have to choose. I got to visit 
mom when my grandpa was dying 
in [northern community]. It was last 
November, beginning of December. 
We were down visiting cause he was 
not doing so well. The day after we 
left, he died. We came back for the 

Appendix 2: Excerpts from 
“Hear the Child” Reports (continued)

memorial. He’d just gotten [a national 
award]. My brother and I and my dad, 
we saw mom, it was good. I got to see 
my mom in August. I got to stay down 
there for a month. In [the northern 
community], I looked after my cousin, 
who is a girl age 5. The visit went 
good. I like to know about my back-
ground and my whole family on my 
mom’s side.”

At this point, I asked what she  
would do if she had a magic wand 
that could change things. She said,  
“Well, I would want my mom and  
dad back together but that won’t  
happen. I would like to be able to see 
them both equally. That’s what  
I would settle for.”

I asked if she had any questions and 
she said, ‘My dad has custody of my 
brother and my mom wants to get  
custody of us. I wish there wasn’t a 
parent who had custody.” 

Appendix 3: 
Summary of CRC Articles  
(Substantive Rights Provisions: Part I)

Article 1 – definition of child (under 
18 years)

Article 2 – freedom from discrimination

Article 3 – best interests considered 
and protected

Article 4 – States must undertake 
measures to implement the CRC to the 
“maximum extent of their available 
resources”

Article 5 – provision of parental guid-
ance and direction in a manner consis-
tent with the child’s evolving capacity

Article 6 – right to life and maximum 
survival and development 

Article 7 – right to a name, national-
ity, and to know and be cared for by 
parents

Article 8 – preservation of identity, 
name, nationality, and family relations

Article 9 – right to not be separated 
from parents without having their 
views known

Article 10 – right to enter or leave a 
country for family reunification

Article 11 – protection from abduction 
abroad

Article 12 – right to be listened to 
and taken seriously 

Article 13 – freedom of expression

Article 14 – freedom of thought, 
conscience, and religion

Article 15 – freedom of association

Article 16 – right to privacy
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Article 17 – right to information and 
role of media to this end

Article 18 – parents joint responsibili-
ties assisted by the State

Article 19 – right to protection from 
all forms of violence

Article 20 – right to special protection 
for children deprived of their family 
environment

Article 21 – right to have their best 
interests protected during adoption

Article 22 – right to protection and 
humanitarian assistance for refugee 
children

Article 23 – right of disabled children 
to dignity, self-reliance and the facili-
tation of their active participation in 
the community

Article 24 – right to health and health 
services

Article 25 – right of children in 
physical and mental health facilities  
to periodic review of their treatment

Article 26 – right to benefit from 
social security

Article 27 – right to an adequate 
standard of living

Article 28 – right to education and 
school discipline

Appendix 3: 
Summary of CRC Articles  
(Substantive Rights Provisions: Part I)
(continued)

Article 29 – right to education that 
develops respect for human rights, 
their identity and democracy

Article 30 – right of minority or 
indigenous children to their culture, 
language and religion

Article 31 – right to leisure and play

Article 32 – right to appropriate work-
ing conditions and freedom from  
hazardous work

Article 33 – right to be protected from 
drug use, production and trafficking

Article 34 – right to protection from 
sexual exploitation and abuse

Article 35 – right to protection from 
abduction, sale, and trafficking of 
children

Article 36 – right to protection from 
all other forms of exploitation

Article 37 – right to protection from 
torture, degrading treatment, and 
deprivation of liberty

Article 38 – right to protection for 
children in armed conflict

Article 39 – right of recovery and 
reintegration for child victims

Article 40 – rights of children in the 
juvenile justice system

Article 41 – protects respect for 
existing human rights standards
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Appendix 4: 
Matrix of family justice contexts where 
custody/access may be decided (excluding 
adoption) and where children’s voices 
should be heard

Provincial Court

Case Conference  
(with judge)

Director of Child Family  
& Community Services

Removal

Return to Parents by Agreement

Voluntary:
• mediation

• agreements
• support services

Cooperative Planning  
& Dispute Resolution

Trial

Public Law: State vs. Parent(s) “child protection” 
Prov. Legislation: Child Family & Community Service Act

Interim Order

Supreme Court

Judicial Case Conference 

Sup Ct Chambers
Interim Orders

Private Mediation

Lawyers or SLRs
Negotiate/Conclude Agreement

Lawyer vs. Lawyer
or Lawyer vs. SRL*

or SRL vs. SRL

Trial

Private Law: Parent vs. Parent (or other caregivers)
Prov. Legislation: Family Relations Act

Fed Legislation: Divorce Act

*SLR= self-represented litigant
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